
 

Auro Digital Inc., 1000 West Avenue, Unit 911, Miami, FL 33139 

AURO DIGITAL INC. 
 

TECH ADVISORY BOARD JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Tech Board member will be responsible for (in addition to the standard role of a Board member as 

it relates to governance, strategy and accountability) the following key responsibilities: 

1. Advising on technical strategy and overall technology roadmap of the Company.  

2. Acting as a liaison and sounding board between the Board and Tech executive team. 

3. Advising on whether the technological assets (overall architecture, hardware, software, 

infrastructure, and personnel) are in line with the company’s growth aspirations and identifying any 

gaps on how to fill them. 

4. Monitor metrics on key technology performance indicators and allocation of IT spending.  

5. Keep tabs on Tech innovation in the Company’s industry and leverage their network to identify 

potential introductions.   

REQUIREMENTS: 

Prior CTO position at Tech/FinTech (ideally B2B) company funded by top-tier VC OR Prominent 

professors in in computer science arena ideally with deep knowledge of blockchain, neural networks 

and/or cloud computing, from top-tier school university. Technical requirements as follows: 

➢ >15 years overall professional or academic experience in technology space 

➢ Understanding of latest Tech innovations in the Web 3.0, Blockchain, and Crypto Currency space  

➢ Prior experience with B2B SaaS 

➢ Prior experience with FinTech 

➢ Extensive professional networks and ability to leverage to make introductions. 

TIME COMMITMENT & COMPENSATION:  

✓ Time commitment negotiable based on mutual understanding. Ballpark 4 hours per week.  

✓ Attractive cash and equity compensation. 

FIRM: 
 

Auro Digital Inc.  is a venture backed (by leading Silicon Valley VC) SaaS software firm incorporated 

in Delaware, USA with its Head-office in Miami. It is one of the leading products globally to manage 

digital assets. Software has been co-developed by Binance (#1 crypto exchange) investee company 



 

Auro Digital Inc., 1000 West Avenue, Unit 911, Miami, FL 33139 

Diginex (Nasdaq listed), and fiat market leaders Broadridge ($25 billion market cap) and FIS ($50 

billion market cap) in the Order and Portfolio Management space (OMS/PMS).  

 

PRODUCT DEMO VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aaVyHLralg  

Sister company, Auroville Investment Management, and Auro Rabbit Asset Management are 

global investment management firms in the fiat and digital space respectively. Auroville is a grand-

cub of Lone Pine Capital, the iconic US based hedge fund. Auroville specializes in investments in the 

Asia Pacific region and is registered with SFC in HK with a Type 9 Asset management license, with 

SEBI in India as a Foreign Portfolio Investor (FPI), and as an RIA with SEC from 2018-22.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-28/tybourne-capital-s-anand-said-to-plan-asia-focused-hedge-fund#xj4y7vzkg; 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-03/auroville-hedge-fund-is-said-to-rise-on-stock-bets-since-debut#xj4y7vzkg 

Auroville owns a state-of-the-art robo advisory app which uses AI to offer actively managed portfolios. 

Selected by Stanford Angels as one of the leading startups this year: https://www.auroim.com/assets/zoom_0.mp4  

Auro Rabbit uses advanced neural networks layered with attention models for algorithmic investing.  

TECH STACK FOR AURO DIGITAL:  

 

 

LOCATION: Offices in US (Miami HQ, SF), India (Delhi) and Hong Kong. Bulk of Tech team 

located in Delhi so preference for India based candidate.  

 

Interested applicants should email Recruit@auroim.com or AAnand@auroim.com  
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